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ABSTRACT

The broadening adoption of technology enhanced learning environments has substantially altered
the manner in which educational communication takes place, with most people engaging in
some form of online asynchronous or synchronous conversation every day. The language and
discourse artifacts emerging from these technological environments is a rich source of information
into learning processes and outcomes. This chapter describes the current landscape of natural
language processing (NLP) tools and approaches available to researchers and practitioners to
computationally discern patterns in large quantities of text-based conversations that take place
across a variety of educational technology platforms. The capabilities of NLP are particularly
important as, in the field of learning analytics, we desire to effectively and efficiently learn about
the process of learning by observing learners, and then subsequently use that information to
improve learning. We conclude the chapter with a discussion around the emerging applications
(i.e., sensing technologies, breakthroughs in AI, and cloud computing) and challenges of NLP
tools to educational discourse.
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The rapid growth of social media, online communities
and learning platforms has dramatically changed the man-
ner in which communication takes place. Conversation
technologies are omnipresent in today’s organizational
environment, from email, text messaging, and wikis to
more sophisticated knowledge management systems; all
of which are leveraged to support social, business, and
educational functions. Educational environments in par-
ticular have become increasingly reliant on computer-
mediated communication, relying on video conferencing,
synchronous chats, and asynchronous forums, in both
small (with 5–20 learners) and massive (with hundreds
or even thousands of learners) environments. These plat-
forms, which are designed to support or even supplant
traditional instruction, have become commonplace across
all levels of education, and as a result created big data in
education [64, 82].

The language and discourse artifacts emerging from these
environments is a rich source of information into learn-
ing processes. It is important to clarify what we mean
by discourse. Our definition of discourse includes both
oral and chat-based communication between two or more
individuals (e.g., peer-peer, peer-teacher communicative
interactions). Indeed, the importance of communication
for the learning process has been a consistent narrative
in the learning sciences and learning analytics research
[112]. The fundamental role of language is represented
in the scope of chapters devoted to various language and

discourse processes such as social network analysis (cf.
chapter X), reading (cf. chapter X), writing (cf. chapter
X), a general overview of analysis approaches (cf. chapter
X), and multi-party interaction (i.e., peer-peer interactions,
peer-agent, or peer-teacher), which is the focus of the
current chapter. As evident in these chapters, language
provides a powerful and measurable behavioral signal
that can be used to capture the semantic, structural and so-
ciocognitive interaction patterns that characterize learning
related phenomenon including cognitive, metacognitive,
motivational, social and affective dimensions of student
engagement [7, 62].

Conventional approaches to quantifying and characteriz-
ing language and discourse characteristics have tradition-
ally required human examination (i.e., manual content
analysis) [71], which is known to carry biases and other
methodological limitations [72]. In particular, the labori-
ous nature of these tasks make them no longer a viable
option with the increasing scale of online interaction data
(Graesser et al., 2018) [84, 108, 126]. Advances in artificial
intelligence methods, such as Natural language Process-
ing (NLP) [63], have made it possible to automatically i)
harness vast amounts of communication data being pro-
duced in technology-mediated learning environments, ii)
quantify aspects of human cognition, affective and social
processes in text-based human-to-human and human-to-
agent conversations that iii) would otherwise not be pos-
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sible for human coders to capture, given the multifaceted
discourse characteristics of human interaction.

1 ANALYZING CONVERSATIONAL
INTERACTIVE DISCOURSE USING
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

While discourse analysis can involve the analysis of differ-
ent kinds of data (e.g., video, audio, text), the most widely
used techniques for discourse analysis focus on the analy-
sis of written, textual information. Within the field of Text
Mining (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012) and Natural Language
Processing [63] there have been many techniques devel-
oped which can be used for the analysis of discourse data.
In this section we will examine the ways in which tech-
niques from these two fields have been used to analyze
educational discourse.

The simplest forms of discourse analysis involve bag-of-
words approaches [2] and calculation of the N-gram fre-
quencies, which are sequences of consecutive N-words
(i.e., unigrams: one word, bigrams: two words, trigrams:
three words). Extracted N-gram frequencies are then used
as input features for the development of various analytical
models, such as discourse classification or clustering sys-
tems. For instance, Kovanović et al. [68] used unigram,
bigram, and trigram counts as features for the classifica-
tion of discussion messages according to the level of cog-
nitive presence [43], a theoretical construct that captures
the development of students’ critical thinking. Similar
approaches have been used, for example, for detecting
student reflection [118], student’s knowledge states [80],
detection of relevant/irrelevant questions [13], classifi-
cation of dialogue acts [38], and collaborative problem-
solving [108]. In all of these cases, extracted bag-of-words
N-gram features were used to represent discourse for the
purpose of analytical model development.

While bag-of-words representations (i.e., frequencies of
the extracted N-grams) depend on the content of the input
data, dictionary-based approaches utilize a predefined list of
words (or phrases), and represent the input data through
frequencies of the different word groups. One of the most
widely used dictionary-based tools is LIWC (Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count) [97, 116], which calculates the
frequencies of words from over 100 word categories. An
important benefit of such approaches is that those cat-
egories are empirically validated and representative of
important psychological processes, making them easier
to interpret and use for research purposes. Within the
context of educational research, LIWC has been used, for
instance, to assess students’ cognitive load [65], predict-
ing student performance and engagement in MOOCs [105,
124, 131] and traditional face-to-face courses [106], cogni-
tive presence detection [61, 92], reflection [45, 69, 76, 78,
119], and social interactions [4, 35, 128].

In addition to simple, word-based representations, there is
a whole range of techniques for representing discourse us-
ing the different linguistic properties of the input text [84].
Such techniques range from the simple counts of the num-

ber of words, sentences or paragraphs to more complex
measures of different linguistic properties. In this regard,
one of the widely used tools is Coh-Metrix [50, 85], which
provides over 200 different linguistic metrics of the input
text. In addition to providing simple word, sentence and
paragraph counts, Coh-Metrix also provides a wide range
of linguistic and coherence indices, including text read-
ability, lexical diversity, use of connective words, syntactic
complexity and pattern density, part-of-speech category
use, and semantic overlap of input sentences/paragraphs.
Coh-metrix has been used in a wide range of studies of
educational discourse (see Dowell, Graesser, and Cai [29]
for an overview).

Another class of NLP technique for representing discourse
focuses on understanding the semantic structure of the in-
put text. Such techniques focus on capturing the meaning
of the textual data, and use that semantic information to
model the discourse. These techniques typically involve
extracting a specific number of hidden, or latent, topics
in a large collection of textual documents and associat-
ing these topics to each of the documents in the collec-
tion. The input for such algorithms is the document-term
matrix (DTM), which is a matrix where rows represent
documents, columns represent all words (used across all
documents), and values word frequencies in the docu-
ments.

One of the earliest and most widely-used semantic anal-
ysis techniques is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [74]
which is a technique for decomposing DTM into a product
of two smaller matrices (document-topic and topic-word
matrices) using singular value decomposition (SVD), a
simple linear algebra transformation algorithm. Thus,
each document represents a combination of latent top-
ics, and each latent topic is characterized through word
frequency distribution. LSA has been widely used in edu-
cation [75], for a wide range of problems from automated
essay grading [42], team communication [24], and use of
online discussions [14]. LSA is also utilized by Coh-Metrix
to calculate the semantic overlap between the sentences
and paragraph as a means of assessing cohesiveness of
the written text [50].

While LSA has been widely used for semantic analy-
sis of educational discourse, the recent development in
statistical machine learning brought several new tech-
niques that often produce results superior to those by LSA.
Those include probabilistic topic modeling algorithms [8, 115],
which derive document-topic and topic-word associations
through the use of generative models and Markov-Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations [47]. The most notable
algorithm in this domain is Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [9], which enables realistic modeling of uneven
topic distribution across documents (as often the case
in practice). LDA has been widely used in humanities
[17] and social sciences [101] including education. Within
learning analytics field, LDA and topic modeling have
been primarily used for modeling students’ online com-
munication [14, 15, 41, 53, 107, 121], and student writings
[46, 111], but also for the analysis of student course enroll-
ment data [91].
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Recent advancements in artificial neural networks (ANNs)
and deep learning resulted in the development of some
highly effective techniques for discourse representation.
The most notable tool in this area is Word2vec [88], which
utilises a two-layer shallow neural network to produce
word embeddings, a vector-based representation of the text
which preserves its semantics. Using word2vec, a seman-
tic similarity of two texts can be easily calculated through
calculation of the cosine similarity between their respec-
tive vectors. Word2vec has been used in learning analyt-
ics for a wide range of tasks, including grade predicting
through the analysis of student lecture comments [81],
short responses [83], and student misconceptions [87].

In addition to the development of more complex and so-
phisticated discourse representations, there has also been
significant focus on capturing and modeling the inherent
complexity and temporal dynamics of the learners conver-
sations, such as those that take place in online collabora-
tive learning, problem-solving, and online course forums
[18, 52, 55, 104]. In particular, the sociocognitive aspects
of learner’s interactions reside in and evolve through the
semantic connection between individual’s utterances over
time. As such, researchers have started to use innova-
tive temporally sensitive NLP approaches to assess the
socio-cognitive properties of online interactions.

The most representative approach of temporally sensitive
NLP tools is Group Communication Analysis (GCA) [32], a
computational approach for the analysis of multi-party
discourse from computer-mediated peer to peer, team,
and collaborative group interactions. In contrast with ex-
isting computational approaches to text analysis, GCA
emphasizes emergent aspects of learner discourse interac-
tions [70]. Temporal emergence of the discourse is integral
to the methods behind GCA that capture temporal align-
ment, sequential ordering and coordination in meaning
during human communication [26, 32](Hu et al., 2018).

To this end, GCA combines artificial intelligence meth-
ods, such as computational semantic models of cohesion,
with temporally sensitive semantic analyses inspired by
the cross- and auto-correlation measures from time-series
analysis. These semantic space models, which rely on
advanced artificial intelligence techniques, may be con-
structed via Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [75], a classic
matrix-factorization method, or more current artificial
neural network word embedding models such as Skip-
gram (i.e. Word2vec, [89]) or Global Vectors of Words
(i.e., “GloVe”, [98]). Using this approach, GCA allows
researchers to quantify discourse as a dynamic and evolv-
ing sociocognitive process that resides in the interaction
between learner’s communicative contributions.

2 CURRENT STATE OF DISCOURSE
ANALYTICS

2.1 Small Scale Multi-Party Interactions

One of the most common NLP applications in the context
of small-scale multi-party interactions involves examin-
ing the word level properties of student’s communica-

tion. For instance, researchers have used the features
from LIWC to explore sentiment [108], transformative
discourse [127], and self and socially-shared regulation
during collaboration [132]. Similarly, Latent Dirichlet Al-
location has proved successful in transforming the topics
of texts into values as a basis for representing cognitive
information graphically [37]. Grammatical information
can also provide valuable insights as shown by Sullivan
and Keith’s (2019) research [114], which highlights how
parts of speech (POS) analysis can be used to uncover stu-
dent sense-making activity during collaborative learning.
Quantifying the occurrence of words in general and across
different psychological categories provides information
about the precise content of students’ communication.

Other tools move beyond the explicit meaning and al-
low researchers to quantify more latent characteristics of
student discourse interactions, such as Coh-Metrix [50,
85], TAALES [73], TAACO [19], and ReaderBench [22].
These systems provide a summative account of learner
discourse at the student level (i.e. individual posts or to-
tality of them per person) as well as at the group level (i.e.
text of the overall thread transcript) along various text
properties, such as cohesion (e.g., [28]), and narrativity
[102]. These “bag of words” and more summative NLP
methods offer several advantages regarding their simplic-
ity and ability to provide specific information about the
content of student discourse during computer-mediated
collaborations, such as word level, syntactic, and cohesion
properties of texts.

Collaborative interactions are fundamentally defined as
a process that occurs over time [103], and characterized
by the dynamic, emergent, adaptive, and interdependent
nature of joint human communicative actions to produce
meaning. However, the above NLP approaches tradition-
ally ignored this character, choosing instead to examine
relationships between relatively static input and outcome
variables [126]. Temporally sensitive NLP approaches of-
fer significant promise for the conceptualization of the
ways in which collaboration unfolds over time and the
inherent complexity [49, 51, 103, 104], which could sub-
stantially advance our understanding of multi-party col-
laborative interactions. In this context, Järvelä et al. [58]
traced the occurrence of self-regulated learning (SRL) and
socially shared regulated learning (SSRL) in the context of
CSCL. They used temporal and sequential analysis of chat
discussions and log file traces to find evidence of whether
the students collaboratively planned regulatory activities
were shared in practice. In practice, Järvelä et al. [58]
matched each individual’s SRL from the log file traces and
his or her SSRL from the chat data and composed micro-
level examples to demonstrate the interplay between self-
regulation and socially shared regulation of learning. The
main finding was that collaborating groups engaging in
SSRL achieved better learning outcomes when compared
with groups that did not.

More recently, GCA has been used to quantify the tempo-
ral properties of learners’ socio-cognitive processes and
communication dynamics in online multi-party interac-
tions. This approach has provided substantial insights
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on the emergent sociocognitive roles learners occupy dur-
ing collaborative interactions [30, 32, 34, 33], and deeper
understanding of inclusivity and equality in online team
interactions [26, 31, 6, 79]. For instance, Dowell and col-
leagues have uncovered differences in learners’ interper-
sonal interaction patterns across ethnic populations, be-
tween male and female students [6], and the influence
of gender group composition on equitable interpersonal
discourse during STEM interactions [31]. Across these
studies, GCA has revealed substantial intra- and inter-
personal differences in women and URM’s engagement,
which could influence their sense of belonging in online
STEM environments.

2.2 Scaling of Discourse Analytics

Advances in educational technologies and a desire for
increased access to learning, have enabled the develop-
ment of pedagogical environments at scale, such as Mas-
sive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [62, 120]. Open on-
line courses have the potential to advance education on a
global level, by providing the masses with broader access
to lifelong learning opportunities. Early research on the
MOOC phenomena saw significant investment in under-
standing the makeup of the learner population, largely
through demographic [36], performance, and activity-
based measures [66]. The discourse artifacts emerging
from these environments were primarily investigated
from the network perspective, with Social Network Anal-
ysis (SNA; see chapter X for an overview) being a primary
means of extrapolating meaning from this data. How-
ever, there has been an uptick in the application of NLP
tools to understand temporal population trends (e.g., [27]),
profiles [34], and various learning phenomena within
MOOCs (e.g., engagement, [62]).

Some notable applications include the use of NLP to quan-
tify aspects of learner-generated posts, as well as learners’
cognitive, affective, and social processes. Identifying as-
pects and categories of students posts as enormous value
given the scale of student discourse within MOOCs, and
the associated teacher effort required. Wise et al. [125]
work has focused on bringing order to the chaos in MOOC
discussion forums. Their work used a bag of words ap-
proach (i.e., unigram and bigram) to classify students’
posts into content vs. non-content related posts. Others
have used similar approaches in conjunction with tools
like LIWC and machine learning models to identify ur-
gent posts that require more immediate teacher attention
[3].

A major theme in the literature is the use of NLP for the as-
sessment of learners’ psychological processes in MOOCs
and broader technology-mediated learning contexts. In-
teresting applications around affective detection hold sig-
nificant potential given the important role of emotions in
learning (see Graesser [48], Pekrun [96], and Perry and
Souza [99] for a review). Sentiment analysis can be used
as a first step for identifying complex emotions, such as
excitement, frustration or confusion. Sentiment analy-
sis is the process of identifying and classifying learners’
opinions from a piece of text into different sentiments-

for example, positive, negative, or neutral—or emotions
such as happy, sad, angry, or disgusted to determine the
user’s attitude toward a particular topic or within a con-
text. This can give an insight into how learners feel with
the course to be able to perform modifications aimed at
increasing learners’ engagement and satisfaction, which
is very important to ensure the success of the MOOC [90,
100].

Several researchers have highlighted the application of
sentiment analysis in the context of scaled learner interac-
tions (e.g., [1, 16, 129]). Some of the earlier work by Wen,
Yang, and Rose [123], applied sentiment analysis tech-
niques on student posts on three MOOCs. They observed
a negative correlation between the ratio of positive to neg-
ative terms and dropout across time. In detecting different
confusion states Yang et al. [130] relied on psychologically
meaningful categories of words, extracted from online
discussions using the LIWC as one of the classification
features for retention. Their work highlighted that confu-
sion reduced the likelihood of retention, but this could be
reduced with confusion resolution and other supportive
interventions. Others have explored student sentiment
in scaled environments in relation to performance and
student perceptions. For instance, Tucker, Pursel, and
Divinsky [117], using word-sentiment lexicon, found that
students’ affective discourse was negatively related to
their average grade. However, this relationship was mod-
est and positively related to their quiz grades. Similar to
Yang, Adamopoulos [1] employed AlchemyAPI to extract
student sentiment from discussion forum messages and
found student sentiment toward course instructors, as-
signments, and course materials have a positive effect on
the course retention.

An emerging trend in research highlights the novel in-
sights that can be gleamed through a combination of com-
plementary analytic techniques, such as SNA and various
NLP analytics. The research in this context used systems
like Coh-Metrix and LIWC or analytical approaches such
as GCA [32] and Epistemic Network Analysis (ENA; [109])
in conjunction with SNA to gain a more holistic under-
standing of learners discourse [20, 35, 44, 59, 60]. For
instance, Coh-Metrix has been involved in pioneering
research exploring the potential methodological and theo-
retical advantages of combining SNA and computational
linguistic analyses [35, 59]. Joksimović and colleagues
used Coh-Metrix to analyze learners’ forum posts in a
distributed (Twitter, blogs and Facebook) MOOC. Social
Network Analysis was used to determine students’ so-
cial centrality. Linear mixed-effect modeling was used
to reveal the linguistic profiles associated with more cen-
trality located learners. Overall, the results indicated that
learners in the MOOC connected easier to individuals
who use a more informal, narrative style, but still main-
tain a deeper cohesive structure to their communication.
However, this linguistic profile cannot be immediately in-
terpreted as beneficial for learning. Dowell et al. [35] used
a similar methodological design, but also included a mea-
sure of student performance in the MOOC. Specifically,
students who performed significantly better engaged in
more expository style discourse, with surface and deep
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level cohesive integration, abstract language, and simple
syntactic structures. However, linguistic profiles of the
centrally positioned learners differed from the high per-
formers. Learners with a more significant and central
position in their social network engage using a more nar-
rative style discourse with less overlap between words
and ideas, simpler syntactic structures and abstract words
[35, 59].

3 CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
ADVANCES

Here we have provided a landscape view of compu-
tational methods available for researchers to under-
stand and quantify learning related phenomena during
computer-mediated communication, and situated these
within the context of both small- and large-scale learner in-
teractions. As illustrated by these applied examples, com-
putational linguistic methods are now in full swing within
the learning analytics and broader educational community
[84]. Thus, as nicely articulated by Wise and Schwarz [126]
the substantive question is not if we should embrace com-
putational approaches to understanding multi-party inter-
actions, but how to develop practices and norms around
their use that maintain the community’s commitment to
theory and situational context. Looking forward, we pro-
pose it is unlikely that these computational advances and
applications will slow, but instead, we are already seeing
evidence of future innovations that will have very real
implications for both researchers and practitioners, and
the relationship between these groups. Below we outline
a few of these emerging trends and associated challenges.

Educational discourse research includes both written and
auditory discourse analysis, though we focused exclu-
sively on computational methods for computer-mediated
text interactions, however, the approaches taken to un-
derstanding learner interactions between these registers
can differ significantly. Turn taking cues differ heavily
between the modalities and shape social aspects of the
environment such as power dynamics and inclusion. It is
not uncommon for auditory discourse analysis to include
these elements, usually through painstaking annotation of
text and video transcripts captured from the educational
setting. New sensor technologies promise to increase both
the recording prevalence and the automation of analysis of
technology-mediated speech discourse. Some researchers
have already taken a step in this direction by using spoken
language to computationally model complex collabora-
tion processes (e.g., construction of shared knowledge,
negotiation/coordination, and maintaining team func-
tion) [5, 113], effective communication [57], agreeableness
[77] and speaker’s influence [93]. For instance, Hung
and Gatica-Perez connected team cohesion to the audio-
visual features within task-oriented groups [54]. This is
driven in part by the development of low-cost software
and consumer appliances aimed at more natural human
computer interaction. For instance, IBM Watson Speech
to Text service [56] can aid researchers by generating a
transcript from video based multi-party interactions with

start and stop times for each utterance spoken by each
learner. Similarly, the Amazon Echo Dot, designed for
home automation tasks, is a small and inexpensive device
which contains an array of seven directional microphones
and can capture speaker direction, record audio, and re-
spond to queries based on speech recognition. Depth
sensing cameras, popularized by the Microsoft Kinect de-
vice but now available from various vendors, form three
dimensional maps of a learner based on their physical ap-
pearance and have the capability to do facial recognition,
detect gaze direction, and detect facial expression.

The implication of such inexpensive yet highly capable
sensing technologies rests primarily in the significant op-
portunity for researchers who study in-person or video
based discourse interactions [21, 25]. In addition to po-
tentially lowering manual coding costs and effort (i.e.,
human annotation of text and video transcripts captured
from the educational setting) when categorizing educa-
tional discourse processes, the low cost and small size
of such devices makes it conceivable that future educa-
tional spaces might be built with data analytics in mind
[94]. For instance, one could imagine even very large
classrooms being outfitted with such technologies which
might enable the analysis of (and thus interventions for)
active learning approaches. Regardless of whether such
equipment becomes ubiquitous in educational spaces or
used for research studies alone, it provides an opportunity
for educational researchers to rethink data capture and
analysis methods, with an eye towards how one might
distill large volumes of fine grained data into constructs
of interest [10].

Modern computational processing power has created rev-
olutionary advances in NLP. A major player in the field
was revealed by Google and is a breakthrough artificial in-
telligence technology called BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers; [23], which has gar-
nered significant attention in the Machine Learning com-
munity by presenting state-of-the-art results in a wide
variety of NLP tasks, including Question Answering, Nat-
ural Language Inference, and others. BERT’s main tech-
nical innovation is applying the bidirectional training of
Transformer, a widely used attention model, to language
modeling. This is in contrast to previous efforts which ex-
amine a text sequence either from left to right or combined
for training. Devlin et al. [23] highlight how a language
model which is bidirectionally trained can have a deeper
sense of language context and flow than single-direction
language models. However, this revolutionary AI appears
to have a significant issue, as articulated by the NY Times “
It could be picking up on biases in the way a child mimics
the bad behavior of his parents” [86]. That is, BERT, like
many other similar NLP approaches, learns linguistic rep-
resentations from tons of digitized information, such as
old books, Wikipedia entries and news articles. This has
created non-trivial issues as these societal artifacts carry
decades of biases as well as the current biases within our
society [12]. An illustration of the problematic behavior
are the recurrently appearing occupational stereotypes
that the word ‘homemaker’ is related to the word ‘woman’
as the word ‘programmer’ is to the word ‘man’ [11, 122].
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Recent studies have aimed to detect, analyze and miti-
gate gender bias in different NLP tools and applications
including word embeddings, but these issues remain and
should be carefully thought about when implementing
any NLP techniques.

Nonetheless, the advances in the computing domain open
up several opportunities for researchers aiming at im-
proving education [64, p.127]. For instance, pervasive
sensing and data analytics offer the ability to do real-time
capture, inference, and intervention. While the vast ma-
jority of current educational discourse analysis is done in
a post-hoc fashion, there is a growing trend towards real-
time software analytics augmentation [67]. For instance,
most learning management systems (LMSs) now have
clickstream-style logging of learner interactions which is
available instantly to researchers. This native functional-
ity is being integrated by data specification bodies groups
such as IMS Global who are now actively engaged in
reflecting real-time data interoperability needs in educa-
tional data standards. This work has the potential to in-
crease dramatically the number and variety of educational
technologies that provide data about learner interactions
with systems (including discourse interactions) in an in-
situ fashion. Those includes the provision of feedback
to both students and instructors [67] as well as integra-
tion with other real-time analytics systems such as social
network analysis [39], epistemic network analysis [44,
107] or Group Communication Analysis [32]. Educational
discourse analysis also poses some potentially high chal-
lenges for researchers with regard to ethics and privacy
preservation [95, 110]. While a discussion of these impor-
tant issues is beyond the scope of the current work, there
have been efforts towards the development of different so-
lutions and frameworks for privacy protection in learning
analytics [40].

Educational discourse analysis is a broad research area,
and takes place in primary, secondary, higher and emerg-
ing education environments. In this Chapter, we have
provided an overview of the developing field of educa-
tional NLP analysis, and a map of emerging opportunities
and challenges educational researchers face with socio-
technical advances. As we have outlined, sociotechnical
advances have already influenced the scale of discourse
data and computational methods used by educational re-
searchers. For instance, the increase in blended, MOOC,
and informal educational environments has changed the
scale of discourse data, wherein researchers now regu-
larly utilize automated linguistic analysis and machine
learning approaches to handle the increasing amount of
discourse data produced within these educational envi-
ronments. As these sociotechnical changes continue, we
hope this discussion draws attention not only to future
research opportunities immediately available in the field,
but also the necessary technical, computational, sociolog-
ical, and linguistic developments needed to handle the
changing nature of discourse, the computational infras-
tructure resources needed for real-time analysis of edu-
cational discourse, and the relationships between educa-
tional researchers, institutional educational technologies,

and third party vendors, which are imperative to enable
next-generation educational NLP scholarly work.
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